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ABSTRACT
This report explains the intimate relationship between firing tables
Probable error and
and the techniques of fire used to attack targets.
The differences between precision
accuracy of fire are also explained.
probable error and mean point of impact probable error are given and
the influence of both of these errors on accuracy of fire is

i

demonstrated.
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I.

IMPROPERLY COMPUTED QUADRANT ELEVATIONS TO HIT TARGETS

For many years, field artillery firing tables have contained,
their Introductions,

in

the following statement: "Firing Tables contain

the data necessary to arrive at the quadrant elevation and deflection
that will produce detonation of the projectile at the target when firing
under all conditions of weather and materiel."

Until recently, this

statement has either been ignored or properly understood by Artillerymen.
Today, however,

the statement is often quoted and is definitely misunder-

stood by some Artillerymen.
If the firing table user would continue reading the table Introduction., he would find a description of the gunnery procedures approved
by the Artillery Community for the attack of targets.
by reading this Introduction,

He would also see

that the firing table is only one of the

required elements necessary to produce detonation of the projectile at
the target.

The other elements are a function of the particular tech-

nique of fire being employed.

Today, however,

some users have chosen

to ignore the approved techniques of fire and invent new techniques of
their own.

One such technique is called, as we understand,

hit-did hit method of fire".

This technique is

determination of registration corrections,
different manner.

the "should

somewhat related to the

but it

is conducted in a

The "should hit-did hit method of fire" consists of

fixing the elevation of the tube,

firing several rounds and measuring

muzzle velocity, range, deflection and meteorological data.

The measured

ranges and deflections arc then corrected to the ranges and deflections
shown in the firing table for the same elevation, muzzle velocity and
moteorologl.al data.

The difference between the actual and corrected

ranges and deflections are, then, attributed to errors in the firing
tables.
The most significant difference between this method and a registration is the placing of the blame for the computed differences.
In the
"should hit-did hit method of fire" the firing table is said to be in
error if there aire differences.
Tn a registration, however, unknown
vnriations are ndmitted. The following statement,; are contained in
7
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FM 6-40, Field Artillery Cannon Gunnery, page 21-3:

"Corrections for

these unknown variations are included in the corrections determined from
a registration.

For convenience,

the total of the unknown variations

are grouped together and termed "velocity error" CyE)."1
One of these unknown variations is, of course, firing table error,
This error, however, can not be isolated from all of the other errors by
conducting either a registration or a firing using the "should hit-did
hit method of fire". The firing
table error can and has been isolated
by analyzing many firings conducted over many years.

This analysis can

only be performed by the Firing Tables Branch who have access to large
amounts of firing data.
Firing Tables Branch,
discovery.

In general,

If firing table errors are discovered by the

new firing tables are issued soon after such a
the firing table error is one of the smallest

errors that the Artilleryman must contend with.
II.

PROBABLE ERROR AND ACCURACY

Probably the most misunderstood and misused quantity in a field
artillery firing table is the probable error. This is so because almost
all firing table users feel that probable error is

the one quantity that

they do understand.
It may be that the Army definition of probable orr, •ris poor.

V

The

definition does state that probablO error is the value that any given
error will as likely fall under as exceed;

but what it

does not do is

explain that there are many dlfferent kinds of probable error.
different kinds we don't moan the probable errors in time,
deflection,

etc.

What we do mean is

precision probable errors,

By

in range, in

that there are proving ground

pseudo-combat precision probable errors and

moan point of impact (SIPI) probnblo errors. To further confuse the
Issue, MPI probable errors arc a function of the dollvery techniquo
used to attack a particular target.
A.

Provey

. nround PrecLison Probable lirrors

Most fleld artillery firing trhbles contain columns of range, deflcction, height of b'urst,

time to burst mnd rango to burst probtblo errors.
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These probablc errors we refer to as proving ground precision probable
errors.

They are "precision" probable errors because they give the

scatter of burst points about the mean point of impact (APT) of a group
of rounds fired from a single weapon on a single occasion.

POleastiiote

that there is no mention of a "target" in this explanation of precision.
This is

intentional since there is no attempt, when collecting precision

data, to "hit" a target.
The term "proving ground" is contained in the name for these errors
because they are,

indeed, obtained from artillery range firings conducted

at proving grounds.
controlled.
when

This moans that the firings are exceptionally well

Wind conditions are monitored and firings are not conducted

wind speed exceeds predetermined values.

The "on carriage" fire

control devices are by-passed and more precise external devices are used
to insuro that the azimuth and elevation of the weapon are maintained
during the firing.

lUiinan errors are minimized because professional

gunners are used and many double checks are made prior to the conduct of
the firing.

Shell weight is measured for every round and propellant

temperature is maintained at a constant value for all rounds fired.
beTthas been shown [Reference 1] that proving ground precision probable error (in range) can be expressed by the following equation:
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This expression is used to "Zit" all uf the probable error data collected
during proving ground range firings.

The "!Ptted" expression is also

used to generate the probable error data shown in the firing table.

Please

remember ,that any "fitted" expt-essiorL does inot reproduce the data points
used to create the exrression exactly,,.and,

if the data :oints are widely

scattered, 'large differences mn.) exist' between the data points and the
"fitted" 'expression.

This is,

in fact, very,,oten the case with probable

error data.
B.

Pseudo-Combat Precision Probible Errors
By pseudo-combot,

we'moan that the range fi'ring.• are conducted by

trained artillery, units, using their normal procedures in any firing
exercise other than actual combat.
While an artillery.- it
is not
nearly so intorested in the scatter uf their shell about the MPI as they
are the scatter of their shell about the target, many preci.,•on probable
errors have bcen computed from artillery unit firings and compared to
difering table values.

This comparison sometimes reveals significant

differences, and thTse differences, in turni cause many users to doubt
"the validity of their firing tables.
Let us start to list, huwever, the differencos between the proving
ground and -,yseudo-combat precision probable errors:
(i)

Propellant tempernture is not maintained at a constant vmlue

during artillery unit firings.

This difference may influence the muzzle

volcnity contribu'ion to the precision error.
(2)
"On carriago" fire control devices are used to maintain the
azimuth and elevat ion of the weapon.
This difference may influence the
angle of departure contribution to tb,, radgo probable error aad the
azimuth contribution to the dt:lIcation probable error.
(3). There is a much better chance for human error In ariillory unit
firings than In proving ground firings due to the care tn}:en during the
latter.

This difference will also influoncL the angle of departure con-

trlibut ion to the range 'probable orror.
•1

(

(4) Wind conditions are not restricted during artillery unit firings

and this, too could influence the probable errors obtained.
Looking now at the formula for pseudo-combat precision probable
error (in range):
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where
PEVpT

u

probable error in velocity due to propellant temperature

PH

u

probable error in angle of departure due to human error

OHE

iPH
PC

probable error in angle of departure due to "on carriage"
fire control

We have not attempted here to isolate all of the individual error
sources that contribute to pseudo-combat precision probable error.
that we have tried to do is

show that proving ground and pseudo-combat

precision probable errors have different contributors.
noted,

All

It should be

also, that the "longor" formula for pseudo-combat error does not

imply a "larger" error than those shown in firing tables.
C.

Moan Point of ImI)act Probable Error
MPI probable error is defined as the scatter of MPI's about an aimpoint

(target).

This is the first of our definitions that make mention of the

target, and since certain procedures or techniques are used when we attack
a target, this probable error is a function of those procedures or techniques, therefore, we have MPI probable errors for observer adjusted fire,
MLT + VN fire, K-tiransfor -Pre, etc,
When the ohserver adjusted technique is boing used against a•n area•
target, the brack1ot "ind hlv1,1ng method of ctdjustmleit is normally employed
intil it 100 m•ter bracket 1s achioved.

fire for effect is 0iite'r'd.
center ofr 00 thtarget,

it

'[his bracket is then split and
Since the roulnds are not "alImo[d" lit the

is clear that an extra error Is Introduccd over

*nd ab01ove the preclsion errors discussed earllor.

11

When the MET + VE technique is being used, a prior registration
(with it's associated error) is conducted and fire for effect is entered
at a later time when met space and time variability, propellant temperature, etc. will introduce extra errors.
Mathematical formulae for these MPI errors have been developed and
published widely, and they will, therefore, not be reproduced here.
SD. Accuracy of Fire
Very frequently, in answer to thc question of how "accurate" are
certain weapons, individuals will look at the probable error value listed
in the firing table and quote this figure as representative of the
accuracy of the weapon. Nothing could be further from the truth. Accuracy
consists of both precision and M1PI errors. Therefore, when quoting figures
for the accuracy of a weapon/shell combination, one should first state
the technique of fire used and then give uither the precision and MPI
errors separately or the RIMS (Root Mean Square) of these two values.

As

an example of the difference between these values, the following table is

given:
Weapon: 155mm hlowitzor M109
Projectile: 155mm Projectile M107
Technique of Fire: Observer Adjusted
Charge: 7
Radius of Target Adjusted Upon: 25 meters
Range
motors

Prlobable tr~• O•Prccislon .

IN[

Meters

Accurnc.y (=hiS)

2,000
6,000

10
19

43
47

44
51

10,000
14,000

29
42

51
57

59
71
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This toble illustrates the reasons why some Artillerymen fail the
Artillery Training Tests (ATT)

completed their schooling.

conducted by artillery units who have

The criterion for passing these tests is the

placement of rounds from several difforent fire missions in a "box" eight
range probable errors long and eight deflection probable errors wide.
This certainly sounds like avory generous cized box, but the fact is
that the box is constructed using precision probable errors rather than
accuracy probable errors. In our example above, for instance, the box
would be 152 meters long for a target at 6,000 meters range, but, in
fact, it should be 408 meters long if an eight probable error box is

III.

FUTIRE. PIRING TABL.

TNIPROVEEIENTS

When today's field artillery firing tables are used with today's
approved delivery tuchniques [as described in VM 6-401, accurate fire
can be brought to bear on targets.
Such a stntement can only be inado because today's approved delivery

U

techniquos recognize that ninny errors (both precision and bias errors)
exist and those techniques arc designed tc minimizo these errors. The
techniques are not designed to produce first round hits, nor does the
statement above infer that such hits can be achieved.
Since today's approved delivery toechnIlques are designed to discover
and ollminate "bias" type errors, the Firing Tables Branch could, in good
conscionce, relax in the expectation that any errors it introduces will be
eliminatitd in the field. Such relaxation, unfortunately, is not warranted
by the facts.

Wo symanlthize with the Artilloryman's deslro for "fi.rst round" hits
and we have several

offorts underw1y Mhich tire designed to bring the

Artil Ierymln closer to this gotal.
Not only do we conlduct studies on the
•design of i botter r.) 21 1gtabhle r••le f2'iring exper}iient so that bi as crrors
wl l1 he
:edl, but we a11.40 mon i tor tile 1atCest developmenllts In hardlware
zediulnnI
for field use (1asmevs, nazz1o vuloc ity ehvrotigraphqfh,
etc.) In an effort

1I

to study the impact of these devices on field artillery
delivery
techniques.
In sunmziry, then, if the Artilleryman uses approved delivery
techniques and understands the probable errors given
in firing tables,
he should not find it difficult to bring fire to bear
on targets. And
further, if the Artilleryman could partIcipate in the
current studies
being conducted by the Firing Tables Branch, even more
accurate fire
would certainly result.
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